
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY

Case No.
ERIE ENTERTAINMENT, LLC,

Plaintiff, CIVIL ACTION

vs.

A-TEAM FILMS LLC,

NOAH ABRAMS, Individually,

and JOHN DOES, 1-10,

Defendants.

COMPLAINT

The Plaintiff, Erie Entertainment, LLC ("Plaintiff" or

"Erie"), by way of Complaint against the Defendants, A-Team

Films LLC, Noah Abrams, Individually, and John Does, 1-10,

states and alleges as follows:

NATURE OF THE ACTION

1. The claims herein arise out of an entertainment-

related dispute involving the Plaintiff-Erie, as producer of a

film documentary on the internationally-known, musical recording

and performing group known as The Black Keys ("the

Documentary"). The Plaintiff asserts claims for breach of

contract, breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair
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dealing, fraud, negligent misrepresentation and piercing of the

corporate veil (as to defendant, Noah Abrams, only) against

defendants, A-Team Films LLC, as a member of Erie, and also as

Director of the Documentary; Noah Abrams, Individually, as the

sole principal and sole member of A-Team Films LLC and also as

Director of the Documentary; and John Does, 1-10.

THE PARTIES 

2. The Plaintiff, Erie Entertainment, LLC, is a

limited liability company registered in the State of Delaware,

with its principal place of business at 57 Black Point Road,

Rumson, New Jersey. Members of the Plaintiff-Erie are:

• CS Wilton Group, LLC (as Managing Member to Erie,

hereafter, "CS Wilton"), a limited liability company

registered in the State of Delaware with its

principal place of business at 57 Black Point Road,

Rumson, New Jersey, by Leeana Smith-Ryland, Managing

Member for CS Wilton, an individual domiciled in the

State of New Jersey with a residence address of 57

Black Point Road, Rumson, New Jersey

• Rooftop Ventures, LLC (hereafter, "Rooftop"), a

limited liability company registered in the State of

Hawaii with its principal place of business at 1050

Piiholo Road, Makawao, Hawaii, by Neil Strumingher,

Managing Member for Rooftop, an individual domiciled
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in the State of Hawaii with a residence address of

1050 Piiholo Road, Makawao, Hawaii

• A-Team Films LLC (hereafter, "A-Team"), Member, is a

single-member LLC with defendant, Noah Abrams, as

its sole member

3. Defendant, A-Team, is a limited liability company

registered in the State of Florida, with its principal place of

business at 195 Monceaux Road, West Palm Beach, Florida.

4. Defendant, Noah Abrams, is an individual

domiciled in the State of California with a principal residence

address of 1731 Penmar Avenue, Apt. 4, Venice, California.

5. Defendants, John Does, 1-10, are as-yet

unidentified actors, participants and/or co-conspirators,

whether individuals or entities, whose actions substantially

contributed to the facts that gave rise to the claims asserted

herein and resulted in damages claimed by the Plaintiff-Erie.

JURISDICTION

6. This court has jurisdiction over this matter

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1132 in that the parties are citizens of

diverse States, complete diversity of citizenship exists, and

the amount in controversy is in excess of $75,000.00.
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VENUE

7. Venue is proper under 28 U.S.C. §1391(a) because

the Plaintiff-Erie has its principal place of business here, the

company's Managing Member resides here and a substantial portion

of the facts and events at issue occurred in this judicial

district of New Jersey.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

8. Beginning in February 2012 and extending through

October 2012, Noah Abrams was the Director of the Documentary

featuring the members of The Black Keys.

9. During this same period, Rooftop was the sole

investor financing the production of the Black Keys Documentary.

10. In or about July 2012, Abrams asserted that he

had learned that an individual, then acting as producer of the

Documentary, had misappropriated funds in the course of

portending to produce the Documentary and that the same

individual had been accused of stealing film cameras and lenses

paid for by Spin magazine.

11. Abrams reported this information to Rooftop and

CS Wilton and urged the formation of a new company, which would

include Abrams as a member along with Rooftop and CS Wilton, to

take ownership of the Documentary and complete the production.

12. On July 26, 2012, Abrams communicated to Rooftop

and CS Wilton that he had met with management for The Black Keys
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that day and had "brought them up to speed with everything and

also talked at length about my production plan for the remainder

of the project, which they support."

13. Through a series of telephone calls with Rooftop

and CS Wilton and a meeting in New York City in September 2012,

Abrams made many assurances and statements about his commitment

to the Documentary and punctuated this pitch with the

understanding that he would only be compensated if the

Documentary was monetized for an amount greater than the cost of

funding - in fact, 10% greater than the monies invested.

14. On November 7, 2012, Plaintiff-Erie was created

as a limited liability company under the laws of the State of

Delaware.

15. Under the umbrella of Erie, Abrams continued as

director of the Documentary by, inter alia, filming additional

footage of the Black Keys; traveling with the Black Keys to

multiple cities, including but not limited to Kansas City,

Akron, Pittsburgh, Atlanta and Nashville; and hiring a company

to handle the professional editing of the Documentary - all at

the expense of Erie.

16. After many hours of discussion with Abrams, his

agent representative,

companies,

Operating

and attorneys representing each of the

on March 22, 2014, a "Limited Liability Company

Agreement of Erie Entertainment, LLC (A Delaware
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Limited Liability Company)" (hereafter, "the Operating

Agreement") was executed between Plaintiff-Erie and Erie

Members: CS Wilton, Rooftop and Abrams's A-Team.

17. Pursuant to "Exhibit X C I /I to the Operating

Agreement, each of the three members of Erie held a 33.396 share

of the company.

18. By its express terms, the Members, including A-

Team, agreed "to be bound by the terms of this Operating

Agreement" (at 1, 3rd ¶).

19. Erie was organized, in pertinent part and as

stated in the Operating Agreement, "for the purpose of engaging

in the business of producing and exploiting motion pictures,

particularly the proposed nonfiction motion picture about the

'Black Keys' ... to be produced by the Company" (at ¶1.6).

20. At the time of the execution of the Operating

Agreement, Member-Rooftop had invested $145,260.00 ("One Hundred

Forty-five Thousand Two Hundred Sixty Dollars") in the

Documentary project and CS Wilton had invested a capital

contribution of $100.00 ("One Hundred Dollars").

21. The Operating Agreement of the parties including

A-Team initially provided that the maximum capital contribution

to be made by Rooftop would not exceed $250,000.00 ("Two Hundred

Fifty Thousand Dollars"), inclusive of the $145,260 already paid

in (at 112.1).
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22. By the time that the dispute that is the subject

of this Complaint arose in July 2015, Rooftop had invested in

excess of $330,000 ("Three Hundred Thirty Thousand Dollars") in

the Documentary project.

23. Rooftop had contributed additional funding at the

specific behest of Abrams of A-Team as outlined herein.

24. These purposes stated by Abrams were further

supported by Abrams's representation to Erie that The Black Keys

were on board with the project and that he maintained his "good

relationship" with The Black Keys.

25. Dan Auerbach and Patrick Carney have been at all

relevant times the "front men"/principals/creative forces for

the internationally-known performing and recording musical group

known as The Black Keys the subject of the Documentary

project.

26. Abrams, the sole member of A-Team, at all

relevant times represented himself to be a long-time friend of

Dan Auerbach and Patrick Carney.

27. In bringing the concept for a Documentary on The

Black Keys to Rooftop and CS Wilton, as potential and ultimate

investors, Abrams represented to Rooftop and CS Wilton that he

had a good relationship with the band.
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28. A-Team expressly agreed with Erie "to provide the

personal services of Noah Abrams as the director of the Film as

an additional capital contribution to the Company" (at ¶2.1).

29. As a Member of Erie and Director of the

Documentary project, A-Team's interest and compensation was

limited, by the express terms of the Operating Agreement and a

supporting Loan-Out Director Agreement, to:

(a) Net profits generated by the Documentary project

in proportion to A-Team's 33.3% share (Op. Agmt.

at ¶3.1-3.3) - but said distributions were

subject to "first": (1) distribution to Rooftop

"until it shall have recouped an amount equal to

... 100% of its capital contributions [which was

$250,000.00 ("Two Hundred Fifty Thousand

Dollars") at the time of the execution of the

Operating Agreement and increased thereafter, as

stated above] (at ¶3.3(a)), as well as (2) other

payments such as production and overhead

expenses, loan payments, contingent compensations

to third parties such as investors, withheld cash

reserves and more (at ¶3.3 ("Net Cash Receipt"))

(b) Reimbursement to A-Team of out-of-pocket expenses

incurred in production up to the time of

execution of the Operating Agreement and in an
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amount not to exceed $22,000.00 ("Twenty-two

Thousand Dollars") (at 1(5.2) - a provision that

Erie promptly fulfilled upon execution of the

Operating Agreement by wiring $28,715.00

("Twenty-eight Thousand Seven Hundred Fifteen

Dollars") to Abrams in full satisfaction of all

A-Team out-of-pocket expenses

(c) $10,000.00 ("Ten Thousand Dollars"), which was to

be paid to A-Team for the Director services of

Abrams on the Documentary project, which payment

would be pursuant to a "Short-Form Loan Out

Director Agreement" dated November 7, 2012

entered between Erie and A-Team

30. In sum, A-Team's interest was limited to net

exploitation profits and specified and limited payments not to

exceed $32,000.00 ("Thirty-two Thousand Dollars") - and Erie, in

consideration for A-Team's agreement, agreed to cover expenses

of the project.

31. Abrams spoke to Spin Magazine (as later reported

by People Magazine) about the Documentary project, stating that

he hoped to make a "buddy comedy with perhaps the greatest

soundtrack of all time."

9
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32. Abrams further added to Spin, "I'm fortunate

enough to know both these guys pretty well and their

relationship is pretty incredible and very funny."

33. In fact, Abrams had known band front men,

Auerbach and Carney, for many years as band photographer.

34. Abrams of A-Team was permitted to travel with the

band during this project.

35. Pursuant to the Operating Agreement, Erie held -

and exclusively owned by assignment of each member including A-

Team all rights and materials including footage to the

Documentary project (at ¶2.4, 4.2).

36. All key individuals and/or entities that worked

on the Documentary project with Erie - other than the Editor who

had a separate agreement - entered into agreements with Erie in

the form of a Deal Memo.

37. Filming and work on the Documentary occurred

during the timeframe of February 2012 through early 2014.

38. Throughout this period, The Black Keys permitted

filming and development of the Documentary project and

cooperated in its production for eventual exploitation.

39. By April 2014, shortly after finally executing

the Operating Agreement and receiving payment from Erie for the

amounts specified in the Operating Agreement, Abrams had
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literally disappeared with the Documentary footage and had

ceased communications with the other two members of Erie.

40. His ostensible reason was "stress."

41. Demands for return of the footage were made to

Abrams on a monthly basis from April through August 2014, with a

final threat of litigation in September 2014 - at which time

Abrams finally began promises such as "about a week" to deliver

the footage.

42. The "week" became months, during which Abrams

continued to dodge transfer of the Documentary footage and

resolution.

43. By January 2015, the Plaintiff had successfully

negotiated and achieved the turn-over by Abrams of all

Documentary footage to the Plaintiff.

44. That effort caused by Abrams's wrongful

possession, conversion and sequestration of the Documentary

footage cost Erie otherwise unnecessary legal fees and expenses,

as well as costs for terms insisted upon by A-Team such as the

purchase and use of special disk drives, insurance and special

storage.

45. In February 2015, the Plaintiff provided notice

to The Black Keys of its intention to recoup its investment

through either a buy-out by The Black Keys or by sale of the

Documentary footage and materials to a third party.
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46. In response, the Black Keys advised the Plaintiff

that they would purchase the Documentary footage, ultimately

agreeing to a purchase price for the amount of $300,000.00

("Three Hundred Thousand Dollars") in April 2015 which would

nevertheless leave Erie with a loss in excess at the time of

over $20,000.00 ("Twenty Thousand Dollars") - a substantial

recoupment of monies invested by Erie but no achievement or even

pursuit of any profit.

47. The Black Keys further took the position that if

sale of the footage for the Documentary was not made to them,

then Erie did not otherwise have adequate rights to exploit and

distribute the Documentary - a position that Erie disputed and

continues to dispute.

48. The Black Keys further made clear that if the

sale was not achieved and Erie did proceed to exploit the

Documentary, then The Black Keys would file suit against Erie

for a variety of claims.

49. In mid-June 2015, Abrams contacted Neil

Strumingher, Managing Member of Rooftop, which was one of the

three Members of Erie, to see what was going on with the

Documentary project.

50. Strumingher advised of the sale efforts with the

Black Keys and further advised of interest from prospective,

other purchasers - including favorable comments on Abrams's
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cinematography from those who had viewed the Documentary

footage.

51. Strumingher further advised Abrams that The Black

Keys had maintained communications but only did so through legal

counsel, which was increasing the expenses associated with the

Documentary.

52. Strumingher advised Abrams that "one way or

another," the Documentary footage would be sold.

53. Importantly, this call from Abrams ended with

Abrams expressing to Strumingher that he understood the

Documentary footage would be sold, adding, "Let me know if you

need anything from me."

54. Moreover, despite being apprised by Strumingher

of the substantial legal costs Erie was incurring as a result of

ongoing negotiations with The Black Keys, at no time did Abrams

advise Strumingher that he would demand $150,000.00 ("One

Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars") or any amount at all - "if

anything was needed from [him]," as Abrams had offered.

55. Communications continued between counsel for Erie

and counsel for The Black Keys through July 2015.

56. By July 2015, the Black Keys had advised Erie of

a firm, imposed condition on the purchase: that Abrams execute

the final Documentary Sales Agreement.
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57. Thereafter, communications and negotiations

continued between Erie and The Black Keys through early February

2016, resulting in an agreement and escrow agreement, each for

execution by all parties, and reference to a "target date" for

closing of February 5, 2016.

58. Having received this updated agreement - the

result of approximately nine months of negotiations from

counsel for The Black Keys, in early February 2016, Erie

provided the agreement to Abrams for execution on behalf of A-

Team.

59. In particular, Erie advised Abrams of the

condition that he execute the agreement and requested his

execution as the Managing/Sole Member of A-Team LLC, which was a

Member of the Plaintiff-Erie LLC.

60. Shockingly, and despite: (1) his prior agreement

of March 2014 on behalf of A-Team to his clearly conditional

interest in receiving any payments as a result of the

exploitation of the Documentary and (2) despite his June 2015

offer of "[1]et me know if you need anything," through counsel

on February 10, 2016, Abrams for A-Team took the position that

he would execute the sale and delivery agreement with The Black

Keys only if Erie paid him $150,000.00 ("One Hundred Fifty

Thousand Dollars").
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61. Despite conveyed outrage by Erie that Abrams

would so respond to this reasonable, final solution - a buy-out

by The Black Keys - to recouping a substantial portion of the

over $330,000.00 ("Three Hundred Thirty Thousand Dollars") that

had been invested in the project, Abrams for A-Team maintained

the demand of $150,000.00 as a condition to signing off on the

deal.

62. Abrams made and maintained the demand of a

$150,000.00 cut with knowledge that:

(a) he had no entitlement to such monies under the

Operating Agreement or the Loan-out Director

Agreement

(b) he had agreed under all agreements to not take a

dime of monies until the Erie investment had been

recouped

(c) during the course of the project at various

stages, he had represented and assured Erie, in

writing and verbally, that he would not seek

compensation beyond his limited and conditional

reimbursement and net profits share interests

(d) Erie's Rooftop had invested initial monies in

excess of $145,000.00 and then further monies

at the behest of Abrams cumulatively totaling

approximately $300,000.00 in absolute reliance
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upon Abrams's representation and promise that his

interest would be only as stated in the Operating

and Loan-out Director agreements

(e) there had been no profit in the project to date

that would have potentially entitled Abrams's A-

Team to monies, nor would there ever be profit on

the Documentary project

(f) the project had cost Erie well in excess of

$330,000.00 and

(g) his position would prevent Erie from monetizing

its investment and from significantly mitigating

a substantial loss.

63. Rather than maintaining his contractual interest

in no more than a portion of any future net profits from the

project, Abrams instead demanded and insisted on taking

$150,000.00 - which constituted half the monies to be paid by

The Black Keys to Erie that would otherwise substantially

reimburse the $330,000.00-plus costs invested in the project by

Erie, which costs would otherwise be completely lost by Erie.

64. This resulted in delay attributable to Abrams.

65. Erie advised The Black Keys of the position taken

by Abrams and renewed the request that the Sales Agreement be

achieved without participation by Erie-member, A-Team a

request rejected by The Black Keys.
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66. Ultimately and critically, in late February 2016,

Abrams's position completely crushed the opportunity for sale to

The Black Keys - as The Black Keys withdrew the pending

$300,000.00 sales agreement based upon the position taken by

Abrams.

67. Erie had lost the opportunity to recoup

$300,000.00 - because Abrams insisted on a $150,000.00 pay-out

to his A-Team, which would have cut the recoupment in half by

$150,000.00.

FIRST COUNT - BREACH OF CONTRACT

68. Plaintiff-Erie repeats and realleges each and

every allegation contained in prior paragraphs herein.

69. A-Team is a member of Erie and is bound by the

terms of the Operating Agreement and the Loan-out Director

Agreement with Erie.

70. Pursuant to all of the obligations set forth

herein above, A-Team's financial interest in the Documentary

project was limited and conditioned upon a return of investment

to the investor-member, Rooftop, and upon an overall profit for

the project.

71. At the time this dispute arose, the project had

not achieved a profit, had no prospect of achieving a profit and

instead faced a loss in excess of $330,000.00 of monies invested

by Rooftop of Erie.
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72. The Black Keys's offer to purchase the

Documentary footage for $300,000.00 provided Erie the

opportunity to substantially mitigate its losses and achieve

substantial recoupment of monies invested by Rooftop.

73. A-Team demanded from Erie $150,000.00 as a

condition to A-Team's execution of the Erie-Black Keys agreement

which agreement would permit return of $300,000.00 of monies

invested by Rooftop and substantially recoup the otherwise lost

investment.

74. A-Team's demand sought compensation inconsistent

with and far in excess of A-Team's rights and interest under the

Operating and Loan-out Director agreements.

75. A-Team's said demand constitutes a material

breach of A-Team's agreements with Erie by demanding an

extraordinary amount of money substantially beyond the limited

rights that A-Team otherwise held.

76. As a result of A-Team's material breach of

contractual obligations to Erie, Erie suffered damages by the

lost opportunity to recoup $300,000.00 of monies invested.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff-Erie demands judgment against the

defendants for compensatory damages and for attorney's fees,

costs and such other relief as the court deems just.
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SECOND COUNT - BREACH OF IMPLIED CONTRACT 

77. Plaintiff-Erie repeats and realleges each and

every allegation contained in prior paragraphs herein.

78. In its capacity as a member of Erie and pursuant

to its Operating Agreement and Loan-out Director agreement with

Erie, A-Team had an implied, contractual duty to Erie to

cooperate in exploitation of the Documentary footage for return

on monies invested and for potential profit, where possible.

79. A-Team's demand described herein constitutes a

material breach of A-Team's implied, contractual duty to Erie to

cooperate in exploitation of the Documentary footage.

80. As a result of A-Team's material breach of its

implied, contractual duty to Erie, Erie suffered damages by the

lost opportunity to recoup $300,000.00 of monies invested.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff-Erie demands judgment against

the defendants for compensatory damages and for attorney's fees,

costs and such other relief as the court deems just.

THIRD COUNT - BREACH OF THE IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND 

FAIR DEALING 

81. Plaintiff-Erie repeats and realleges each and

every allegation contained in prior paragraphs herein.

82. In its capacity as a member of Erie and pursuant

to its Operating Agreement and Loan-out Director agreement with
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Erie, A-Team had duties to Erie under the implied, contractual

covenant of good faith and fair dealing.

83. A-Team's demand described herein constitutes a

material breach of A-Team's duties to Erie under the implied,

contractual covenant of good faith and fair dealing.

84. As a result of A-Team's material breach of its

duties to Erie under the implied, contractual covenant of good

faith and fair dealing, Erie suffered damages by the lost

opportunity to recoup $300,000.00 of monies invested.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff-Erie demands judgment against

the defendants for compensatory damages and for attorney's fees,

costs and such other relief as the court deems just.

FOURTH COUNT - FRAUD 

85. Plaintiff-Erie repeats and realleges each and

every allegation contained in prior paragraphs herein.

86. A-Team became a member of Erie and executed the

Operating and Loan-out Director agreements with Erie.

87. In so doing, A-Team expressly agreed to a

conditional, limited interest in the project: specific

reimbursements and a proportional share of net profits.

88. A-Team intended that Erie rely upon its stated

limited, conditional and agreed-to interest in inducing Erie-

members, Rooftop and CS Wilton, to invest in the Documentary

project.
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89. A-Team agreed to its limited, conditional

interest knowing that it would demand more if an opportunity

presented itself.

90. In agreeing to fund the Documentary project

proposed by A-Team, Erie reasonably relied upon A-Team's

knowing, false representation that it would accept only the

stated and agreed-to reimbursement/net profits interest.

91. A-Team continued its knowing misrepresentation

with the intent that Erie rely thereon, with Erie's reasonable,

resulting reliance, at various stages of the history of the

Documentary project.

92. As a result of this knowing deception by A-Team

and Erie's reasonable reliance thereon, Erie suffered damages as

set forth herein, both initially and throughout the project,

including the lost opportunity to recoup $300,000.00 of monies

invested.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff-Erie demands judgment against

the defendants for compensatory damages, punitive damages and

for attorney's fees, costs and such other relief as the court

deems just.

FIFTH COUNT - NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION

93. Plaintiff-Erie repeats and realleges each and

every allegation contained in prior paragraphs herein.
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94. At the time that A-Team became a member and

executed the Operating and Loan-out Director agreements with

Erie, A-Team's Abrams knew or should have known that his

promises and agreements to Erie were false and deceptive.

95. A-Team misrepresented to Erie its intentions and

promises to limit and condition its financial interest in the

project to post-recoupment monies only.

96. As a result of A-Team's said negligent

misrepresentations to Erie, Erie suffered damages as set forth

herein, both initially and throughout the project, including the

lost opportunity to recoup $300,000.00 of monies invested.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff-Erie demands judgment against

the defendants for compensatory damages and for attorney's fees,

costs and such other relief as the court deems just.

SIXTH COUNT - PIERCING THE CORPORATE VEIL (DEFENDANT ABRAMS 

ONLY)

97. Plaintiff-Erie repeats and realleges each and

every allegation contained in prior paragraphs herein.

98. A-Team became a member of Erie and entered into

the Operating and Loan-out Director agreements with Erie.

99. At all relevant times, Abrams was the sole member

of the A-Team limited liability company.
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100. Abrams is an individual who has not treated the

A-Team limited liability company as an entity separate and apart

from himself.

101. Abrams used A-Team as a mere instrumentality for

his own affairs.

102. Abrams further used A-Team as his alter ego and

abused the limited liability company form in order to advance

his personal interests.

103. There was such a unity of interest and ownership

between Abrams and A-Team that Abrams and A-Team have no

separate existence.

104. A-Team was under-capitalized and under-insured.

105. Abrams co-mingled personal assets with company

assets of A-Team.

106. A-Team failed to observe limited liability

company - and organizational - formalities.

107. Because A-Team was an alter ego and mere

instrumentality of Abrams himself, the court should pierce the

corporate veil and impose A-Team liabilities upon Abrams in

order to avoid fraud and injustice.

108. Conversely, upholding the corporate veil would

protect fraud and promote other injustice.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff-Erie demands judgment on the

claim imposing all liabilities of A-Team upon Abrams for
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compensatory damages, punitive damages on the Plaintiff's Fraud

claim, and for attorney's fees, costs and such other relief as

the court deems just.

DATED: June 5, 2017

BUDD LARNER, P.C.

150 JFK Parkway

Short Hills, NJ 07078

(973)379-4800

Attorneys for Plaintiff, Eric
Entertainment, LLC

BY:
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TERENCE W. C (TC7211)
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JURY DEMAND 

The Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury on all

counts pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 38(b).

DATED: June 5, 2017

BUDD LARNER, P.C.

150 JFK Parkway

Short Hills, NJ 07078

(973)379-4800

Attorneys for Plaintiff, Erie

Entertainment, LLC

BY:
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CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO LOCAL CIVIL RULE 11.2 

I hereby certify that to my knowledge the within

matter in controversy is not the subject of any other action

pending in any court or of a pending arbitration proceeding, and

that no other action or arbitration proceeding is contemplated.

I have no knowledge at this time of any non-party who should be

joined in this action.

DATED: June 5, 2017

1137670

BUDD LARNER, P.C.

150 JFK Parkway

Short Hills, NJ 07078
(973)379-4800
Attorneys for Plaintiff, Erie
Entertainment, LLC

BY:
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